
Peril-L Reduce and Scan:   reduce (e.g., global sum) or scan (e.g., parallel prefix sum) allowed for any associate and

commutative primitive operation:  +, *, && (and), || (or), max, and min.  A slash (/) for reduction and backslash (\)

for scan.  
       

Parallel prefix sum based on threads’ index values, i.e., ith thread’s

beforeMe variable assigned the sum of the first i count values

beforeMe = +\count;

Sum of local count at each thread reduced and stored in each threads local

variable total

total = +/count;

Minimum across global dataArray stored in local least of each threadleast = min/dataArray;

DescriptionExample

NOTE:  

� Implied reduce and scan barrier synchronization when they reference and assign to only local variables. For

example in  total = +/count; all threads must reach this statement and the assignment complete at all

threads before any are allowed to continue.  If  the result is stored global (globalTotal = +/count;), a

thread contributes its total and immediately continues executing without a barrier synchronization. 

� You should performing global reductions by globalTotal = +/count;, instead of equivalent

exclusive { globalTotal = +/count;} to aid compiler/human-coder recognize that +-reduction

hardware or O(log P) tree algorithm can be used to avoid the O(P) serialization of mutual exclusion. 

1.  Count 3s Try 3 written in Peril-L notation (Figure 4.1)

a)  How can we improve on this code using mySize function, localize functions, and reduction (+/) ?
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b)  Why would we not want to write our parallel program to a fixed parallelism (e.g., hard code t = 8) to work on our

current machine?

c)  Why would we not want to write our parallel program assuming an infinite parallelism (e.g., P = n)?

d)  Our goal is scalable parallelism when formulating our parallel algorithms.  After determining how the

components of the problem (data structures, work load, etc.) grow as the computation’s size, n, grows, we formulate

a set S of substantial subproblems in which natural units of the solution, of size s, are assigned to each subproblem

and solved as independently as possible.  

� Why would we want each thread to have a substantial amount of local?

� Why would we want each thread to has a natural unit (e.g., whole row of a matrix) of the subproblem?

� Why would we want each subproblem to be as independent as possible? 

Alphabetizing Example:  Want to alphabetize an array of records (L[n]) on some field x.
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2.  Unlimited Parallelism solution uses Odd/Even Exchange Sort

b)  Which sequential sort is this most like?

c)  How much parallelism exists?

d)  How much global copying occurs?

3.  Fixed Parallelism solution uses 26 threads -- one for strings starting with each letter of alphabet:

a)  What’s the general idea of this solution?

b)  How much parallelism exists?

c)  How much global copying occurs?
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a)  Trace on small array, L:

0  1  2  3 4 5 6 7

20 35 15 10 50 30 5 40



4.  Scalable Parallelism solution uses Batcher’s Bitonic Sort -- a parallel version of merge sort.  Figure 4.6 example

with n = 24 and t = 8 (with a thread index expressed in binary b3b2b1b0).  Initially, each thread locally sorts their

records (-,0) step.  Then, threads merge their sequences according to a protocol specified by two parameters (p,d)

where p indicates the pairs to merge, and d indicates the direction of the order.  Threads whose ID # differing only in

binary bit position p are paired to merge.  If the dth bit of the thread index bd = 0, then the sort is ascending; otherwise

(i.e., bd = 1) the sort is descending.

a)  How much parallelism exists?

b)  How much global copying occurs?
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